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More than 2,000 people involved 
in various segments of the poultry 
industry attended the recent Midwest 
Poultry Federation Convention in 
Minneapolis. Pullet growing, egg pro
duction, and egg marketing workshops 
were important parts of the program. 
Poultry Patter reviews two of the work- f . ' "· .-

shop talks and will continue reviews in the nex't- is~U'e. 1 

Dick Chilson of Chilson Management Controls in Cali
fornia stressed the need for better management and records. 
He noted the highly competitive nature of the poultry business 
and the historical decline in the number of people and firms 
involved. He predicted half of the producers at the session 
would not be in the egg business by 1981. Depending on 
management practice details, some producers were making a 
20-30 percent return on their investment while others were 
losing money, he said. Every year one-third of the producers 
make good profits, one-third have some years of profitability, 
and the other third are always losing money. 

He stressed a one cent per dozen eggs difference in pro
fit means a 4 percent difference in return on investment to an 
independent producer and 6-8 percent difference to an inte
grated operation. Yet many producers shy away from paper 
work. They would rather shovel manure than sit at a desk 
with record keeping chores. 

Chilson and others cited pullet management as today's 
most important factor in egg production profitability. Pullet 
growing needs the best available people in management. Most 
people keep mortality records. He stressed the importance of 
a body weight record starting at 10 weeks of age. Checking 
body weight at 20 weeks does I ittle good si nee it's too late to 
do anything about problems if pullets are too heavy or too 
light at this age. Start at 10 weeks and weigh 100 pullets from 
three locations in the house every 2 weeks and plot this against 
body weight standards provided by the breeder. Early weight 
variances can be corrected with adjustments in nutrition and 
may point out problems of parasites, disease or management 
deficiencies. By weighing 100 birds individually and plotting 
their weight on a normal distribution curve you are checking 
uniformity of weights. A wide variation of weights indicates 
poor performance and possibly poor management. 

Feed cost can be as much as 75 percent of the cost of 
pullet production . Chilson said if you're going to survive in 
this business you must measure feed consumption and adjust 
feed mixtures accordingly. Birds eating more or less feed than 
they should indicate problems. High consumption will mean 
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financial problems; low consumR,tion may mean disease, feed 
wastage, and poor performance. Vaccination records are 1mpor· 
tant and the serial number, dates of vaccination, and type of 
vaccine should be recorded. 

He pointed out many variances in the total bookkeeping 
procedure. Besides cost of production figures the producer 
should look at total profitability. Major differences in egg value 
may result from differences in management practices. There is 
little standardization in the industry on the best pullet age for 
capitalization or method of depreciating force molted birds. 

Since there are many management influences on total pro
fitability and egg value, Chilson emphasized the importance of 
using records kept. Labor costs may be a cheap investment 

. . when you look at the profits you may have by paying a few 
,more d.oll,ars to get a good manager who can handle a large opera
tion. Some people who can handle a small flock do not have the 
qua l ifications to effectively manage a large , mechanized produc
tion unit. Studying the cycles that occur in egg pricing can also 
influence overall profitability. Timing is a critical factor in ex· 
pansion. If you expand into a low market you can double your 
debt before you begin to pay it off. Traditionally eggs have 
brought higher prices in fall than spring. A 10-20 percent shift 
in egg production towards fall can add a cent a dozen to overall 
income. As we look to the future, hatch figures are the best 
indication of future price. 

Pat Hamilton of North Carolina State University discussed 
the influence of molds and mold toxins on poultry production. 
When one sees the many influences that mold toxins can have on 
production of livestock it is easy to blame molds for all problems. 
Hamilton reviewed some of these possible effects on production 
and how toxins might interact to aggravate problems. He stressed 
tightening housekeeping and management proced"ures to reduce 
mold problems which arise from contaminated feed ingredients, 
contamination at the mill, or poor storage on the farm. The 
importance of controlling moisture in grains and the use of anti · 
fungal agents particularly during times when molds are a problem 
was stressed. 

There are over 125 reported mold toxins (mycotoxins) of 
which one, aflatoxin, has been particularly troublesome. One 
of the problems in dealing with mycotoxins is that the effects 
on production may not show up for a week or two after the 
material is fed and the production may gradually return to nor· 
mal after the material is no longer fed. As a result diagnosis of 
a mycotoxin problem can be very difficult if it appears in the 
feeding program for only a short period of time. Mycotoxins 
have been shown to influence egg production, egg weight, cause 
eggshell problems, produce fatty liver type syndromes, interfere 
with calcium and vitamin D metabolism, influence sodium me
tabolism, interact with stress agents in causing infections, and 
influence the body's ability to react to stress. Mycotoxins just 
add one more cause to the list that the diagnostician and the 
producer have to be concerned about in optimizing production. 
It is difficult to determine the presence of mycotoxins in feed . 
There is much to be learned about this aspect of feed quality as 
progress is made in crop production and animal feeding . 
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EGG SITUATION Egg prices have remained fairly strong in early 1976 and 
(Source: Poultry and Egg Situation, USDA, March 1976) producers are more optimistic about future prospects. Producers 

Egg production in 1975 dropped a little over 2 percent will likely maintain the relatively high level of force moltings of A 
below 1974 to 64.3 billion eggs. During the past 4 years output past months through this winter . This would mean fewer old W 
has declined a little over 8 percent or almost 6 billion eggs. The hens culled and, combined with more replacement pullets, result 
lower 1975 production was the result of fewer layers since the in more layers. Weekly reports indicate fewer mature chickens 
rate of lay was up about 1 percent. were slaughtered under federal inspection in January than a 

The nation's laying flock averaged around 276 m.illion year earlier. 
birds in 1975, down 9 million from 1974. The drop in layer Layer numbers are expected to drop back in the spring as 
numbers would have been greater if producers had not kept fewer replacement pullets enter the flock and the culling of old 
their old hens longer by force molting them. The egg-type hatch layers tops last spring. The relationship of egg prices and feed 
indicates that around 28 million fewer replacement pullets en- prices, following the usual break in egg prices after the Easter de-
tered the flock in 1975 than in 1974. However the culling of mand is filled, will determine how many old hens are culled 
old birds dropped sharply. Mature chickens slaughtered under this spring. 
federal inspection in 1975 were down almost 18 million The number of old layers culled this spring and replacement 
from 1974. pullets hatched in the first half of 1976 will largely determine 

The rate of lay rose almost 2 eggs per hen in 1975 to 233 the size of the laying flock in the second half of 1976. The hatch 
eggs . A slight lag in March-June was more than offset by increases of egg-type chicks in January 1976 was 2 percent above January 
during the rest of the year. The rate of lay has jumped al most 1975 and eggs in incubators on February 1, 1976 were up 5 per-
10 eggs per hen during the past 4 years. cent. Increases in the hatch of chicks in coming months may be 

After trailing 1974 during the first 8 months of 1975, limited by the size of the egg-type hatchery supply flock. Cumu-
production moved above a year earlier in September-November, lative placements of pullets 7-18 months earlier indicate the 
but dropped slightly below again in December. Weaker-than- hatchery flock will average about 17 percent below 1975 during 
expected egg prices in early December resulted in increased January-June 1976. 
cullings of old hens and layer numbers declined. Output gained Egg prices were sluggish during much of 1975 and averaged 
but stayed about 1 percent below a year ago in January . Layer below 1974 despite a little over 2 percent drop in egg production. 
numbers during the month were down nearly 2 percent, but the New York wholesale prices for Grade A large eggs averaged 57.8 
rate of lay gained about 1 percent. Although early reports in- cents a dozen in 1975, slightly below 1974. Egg prices strengthen-
dicated that the rate of lay would be lower because of cold ed in the closing months of 1975, spurred by slightly less produc-
weather, the nation's flocks produced an average of 19.7 eggs tion and a pickup in the demand for eggs for holiday baking. In 
per bird in January 1976, compared with 19.5 for January 1975. early 1976, prices have seesawed. They dropped in late December 
The rate of lay continues to average above a year earlier, despite and early January and advanced in mid-January when egg supplies 
the large number of force-molted layers in the flocks. tightened. Large eggs at New York averaged around 68 cents a 

Egg production during the first half of 1976 is expected dozen in January, 6 cents above a year earlier. Prices weakened A 
to total near January-June 1975. The rate of lay likely will again in late January and continued to drop in February, but • 
average above 1975 but layer numbers may drop. Layer num- remained above a year earlier. 
bers on January 1, 1976, at 280 million, were 2 percent below Egg prices are expected to advance as demand picks up for 
1975. There are about 4 percent more replacement pullets to Easter, then show a usual spring drop. However, prices for the 
enter the flock this winter, but 6 percent fewer in spring 1976 first half of 1976 will likely average above January -June 1975. 
than in 1975. However, producers' decisions regarding the Higher prices of meats, improved general economic conditions, 
force molting of old hens will play a crucial role in determining greater hatching use, and some increase in breaker demand 
the size of the laying flock in coming months. should bolster egg prices. 
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